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Hyun Song Shin – Economic Adviser and Head of Research 
at the Bank for International Settlements 

 

 
 

As the BIS Economic Adviser, Mr Shin co-leads the Monetary and Economic Department 
and is part of the Bank's senior management as a member of its Executive Committee. Mr 
Shin has a background in academia. Before he took up his current position in May 2014, he 
was the Hughes-Rogers Professor of Economics at Princeton University, having previously 
held appointments at Oxford University and the London School of Economics.  

He has been an intellectual leader in the fields of banking, international finance and 
monetary economics, topics on which he has published widely, both in leading academic 
and official publications. One area of recent focus has been in developing the BIS's research 
programme on digital innovation and the financial system, including the design of central 
bank digital currencies and their implications for users, financial intermediaries and the 
central bank. Mr Shin was part of the BIS management team that developed the BIS 
Innovation Hub, and served as its Interim Head at its launch in 2019.  

Mr Shin is a Korean national. In 2010, while on leave from Princeton University, he served 
as Senior Adviser to the Korean president, taking a leading role in formulating financial 
stability policy in Korea and developing the agenda for the G20 during Korea's presidency. 
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Anil Kashyap – Stevens Distinguished Service Professor of 
Economics and Finance at the University of Chicago, Booth 
School of Business 

 

 

Anil Kashyap’s research focuses on banking, business cycles, corporate finance, price 
setting, and monetary policy. His research has won him numerous awards, including the 
Order of the Rising Sun 3rd class Gold Rays with Neck Ribbon from the Government of 
Japan, as well as a Sloan Research Fellowship, the Nikkei Prize for Excellent Books in 
Economic Sciences, and a Senior Houblon-Norman Fellowship from the Bank of England. 

Prior to joining the Chicago Booth faculty in 1991, Kashyap spent three years as an 
economist for the Board of Governors for the Federal Reserve System. He currently works 
as a consultant for the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, and as a Research Associate for 
the National Bureau of Economic Research and a Research Fellow of the Centre for 
Economic Policy Research. He is a member of the Squam Lake Group and serves on the 
International Monetary Fund’s Advisory Group on the development of a macro-prudential 
policy framework. Since 2016 he has been an external member of the Bank of 
England’s Financial Policy Committee. 

Kashyap is a member of both the American Economic Association (AEA) and American 
Finance Association, and is on the faculty oversight Board of the Chicago Booth’s Initiative 
on Global Markets and a co-founder of the US Monetary Policy Forum. 

He regularly speaks on financial crises, Japan, the global economy, and the direction of 
economic policy. 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/about/people/anil-kashyap/biography

